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Crossroads International, Green Beaver and Papillon MDC
to join forces to bolster women soap making entrepreneurs in Senegal
Montreal, March 16, 2016 – Crossroads International, Green Beaver and Papillon MDC are
proud to announce a private sector partnership that will increase the productive capacity and
ultimately incomes for a women run soap making business in Senegal.
Crossroads' local partner Union Nationale des Femmes Coopératrices du Sénégal (UNFCS) is at
the core of a network of 15,000 women cooperators who produce a range of soaps in ten
regional unions across Senegal. Through these cooperatives women get a foothold in the local
economy and it puts them on the road to economic independence.
Papillon MDC Inc., a state of the art leadership development firm serving industry leaders
worldwide, is designing a tailor made training program for young women that addresses their
unique context and challenges. Papillon MDC’s CEO Mirella De Civita says the program will be
transformative for these young women leaders. “We want women to succeed in the world; this
is why we are engaged. We know that women have much to give and this project presents a
wonderful challenge. We look forward to developing a program based on local values and needs
identified by the women.”
Green Beaver, a leader in natural household cleaning and personal care products, will work with
the women on product development and marketing. They began as small scale producer,
making soap in their kitchen, and today, they distribute their products across North America.
They have been where these women are at and hope their experience can help them. “We
cannot wait to see how Green Beaver can help make a difference through this project and to
learn more about the details of the cooperative’s operation. We are very excited about this
partnership.” says Alain Ménard, Co-founder and CEO.
Initially, the 18-month partnership will target 33 women who will share their training with an
additional 333 women. The partnership will focus on soap production using local
environmentally sustainable plants and ingredients. A first in person contact is planned this
spring between the two companies and UNFCS as two representatives of the Senegalese
organization will be coming to Canada to visit Green Beaver’s production plant, to meet with
staff and share with Papillon MDC.
In Senegal, 65 per cent of the population are women. “They are making progress. Still many
women, less educated than men, are financially dependent on them,” said Christine Campbell,
Interim Executive Director with Crossroads International. “UNFCS is helping women assert their
rights and improve the standard of living for themselves and their families. The investment of
Papillon MDC and Green Beaver will help these women cooperators take leadership as economic
actors in their community.”

This partnership was made possible with the support of Umalia, a company specialized in
corporate societal engagement strategies and shared value partnerships.
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CROSSROADS INTERNATIONAL is an international development organization that is reducing
poverty and advancing women’s and girls’ rights around the world. Working with local partners
and supported by hundreds of volunteers each year, Crossroads leverages expertise and
resources, North and South, required to help people overcome poverty and assert their rights.
Crossroads is currently working in Bolivia, Burkina Faso, Ghana, Mali, Senegal, Swaziland, Togo
and Tanzania. cintl.org
GREEN BEAVER is a family enterprise founded in 2002 by a biochemist, Karen Clark and a
microbiologist, Alain Ménard. They both left the pesticide and pharmaceutical industries to start
a new healthier and more natural life. Their mission is to help people reduce the amount of toxic
chemical ingredients they are exposed to and that ultimately pollute our environment. Green
Beaver relies on pure, natural ingredients to bring you safe alternatives to common household
cleaning and personal care products. From their family to yours, they are proud to offer products
that are good for you, good for the environment, and good for future generations.
greenbeaver.com
PAPILLON MDC was founded in 2010, by Dr. Mirella De Civita with the sole purpose to transform
lives by helping leaders worldwide improve their relationships with self, others, and the larger
social environment. They accomplish this purpose by leveraging their expertise in leadership,
developmental psychology, corporate management, and knowledge transfer. When you partner
with them, you make a commitment to awakening and optimizing the potential of your leaders;
thereby, gaining a competitive advantage in the market place. To learn more about their work,
visit: papillonmdc.ca

